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AIA DEI COLOMBI 2017
“VIGNASUPREMA”
FALANGHINA
(ITALY)

The 2017 Falanghina del Sannio Vigna Suprema is remarkably fresh
in this vintage, like breathing in salty sea air while standing in a field
of wildflowers and Provencal herbs, as hints of ripe apple sneak into
the mix. Textures like silk flood the palate, while salty acids sizzle, and
spice saturates everything it touches before ripe peach takes hold of the
senses, leaning toward richness but also lifted and poised. The finish is
long and salty in the best possible way, resonating with savory minerals
and ripe stone fruits. This takes Falanghina to a whole new level.

93 POINTS VINOUS

$15.49

STRUB 2018 “FEINHERB” SILVANER
(GERMANY)

LES ALLIES 2018 CABERNET SAUVIGNON
(FRANCE)

There are cooling green herbal inflections here that might have come
from one of Nierstein’s chalk-clay sites rather than from the primarily
Permian sandstone in which this Silvaner originates, with sustained and
saliva-inducing, salt-tinged finish.

Juicy, spicy red berries, raspberries and plums all abound on the
nose of this fresh, vibrant red. The palate is light and fruity, with
abundant and snappy red-berry flavors and a touch of crushed
violets. It’s an easygoing and superbly drinkable red.

88 POINTS VINOUS

$13.49

88 POINTS WINE ENTHUSIAST

$7.99

HERENCIA ALTES 2016 LA PELUDA
(SPAIN)

ESPORAO 2019 “AMARELO”
VINHO VERDE (PORTUGAL)

Lurid ruby color. Vibrant red/dark berry, floral pastille
and licorice scents are complemented by smoky
mineral and allspice accents. Sappy and energetic
in the mouth, offering appealingly sweet black
raspberry and cherry-cola flavors that deepen and
become spicier as the wine opens up. Finishes with
strong mineral thrust, smooth, slow-building tannins
and impressive, red fruit-driven persistence.

An exuberant fresh and light wine dominated by
citrus and tropical aromas. Excellent body with a
balanced acidity and a refreshing and persistent
finish.

90 POINTS WINE & SPIRITS

$7.99

92 POINTS VINOUS

$15.49
CAMINO DE NAVAHERREROS 2018 VINOS DE
MADRID (SPAIN)

TIKAL 2016 “PATRIOTA” BONARDA/MALBEC
(ARGENTINA)

90 POINTS WINE ADVOCATE

90 POINTS VINOUS

There is no lack of ripeness here; the grapes ripened properly, and
the wine has deep aromas and flavors, fine-grained tannins and
some seriousness within its approachable style. A great vintage for
Camino de Navaherreros.

$13.49

Bright medium ruby. Juicy and penetrating in a 2016 way, but fruitier
and spicier than green. And sweeter than the Natural Malbec-Syrah
without any loss of precision or energy. Offers good density without
heaviness and finishes with positive tannic grip.

$18.49

ENDLESS SAVINGS & SELECTION!
UV Vodka

$16.99 1.75L
Less $3 mail-in rebate
Net Cost $13.99
1.75L
After Rebate

DC-SPAD0909093116

The Famous
Grouse Blended
Scotch
$28.99 1.75L

Tanqueray Gin
$40.99 1.75L

Wild Turkey
101 Bourbon

$26.99L
Less $4 mail-in rebate
Net Cost $22.99 L
After Rebate

Johnnie
Walker
Red Label
Blended
Scotch
$35.49 1.75L
Four Roses
Bourbon
$20.99 L

Goslings Black
Seal Bermuda
Black Rum
$23.99 L

Baileys Limited
Edition Apple Pie
Cream Liqueur
$32.99 750ml

Basil Hayden’s
Bourbon
$42.99 L

Mi Campo
Tequila Blanco
or Reposado
$22.99 L
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